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Design of electrooptic modulators in the applications of radio-over-fiber (ROF) has been studied and
investigated in the present paper. Integrated optic design is handled to build a tank circuit to obtain the
maximum output power. The modulated bandwidth is deeply and parametrically studied over wide
ranges of the affecting sets of parameters via specially designed software which processes the
interaction of causes and effects. The design parameters of the tank circuit have been processed over
large operating requirements. The output due to the nonlinear distortion has been also analyzed, and its
penalty is computed. Crystal modulator made of Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP) crystal is
processed.
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INTRODUCTION
Radio-Over-Fiber (ROF) technology enables the transmission of radio signals directly over optical fiber,
addressing increasing capacity demands and limited
optical network coverage (Chul et al., 2009; Pirelli Broadband Solution, 2006). Radio – over – fiber technology
and applications have been recently built up over wide
ranges. This technique has succeeded to engage both
the fields of radio and optical communication systems. A
system based on this technology has been suggested as
a cost effective solution to meet modern ever increasing
user bandwidth demands and mobility in optical networks
(Kim et al., 2003). Radio over fiber has enormous
potential for future broadband wireless applications.
High-speed optical modulators are the key components
in optical communications and have been widely used in
many commercial and military applications, although
most of the high-speed electrooptic modulators reported
have been fabricated in lithium niobate GaAs, or InP,
more recently, polymer-based modulators also have been
showing a greater promise. Polymers were emerging as
new and interesting materials for optical devices, and
such optical waveguides have attracted a considerable
attention for their possible applications as optical com-
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ponents in the optical communication systems. The key
requirements for optical waveguide materials include a
simple and straightforward fabrication process, low
optical loss, high-thermal stability, and easy control of
refractive index. Low-cost components for the next
generation of metro and optical access systems are
needed, and here, the polymer devices have a real edge
over competing technologies. Recently, the electrooptic
polymers have attracted an extensive attention as the
materials with which to build modulators because of their
advantages over inorganic materials. Such advantages
are due mainly to the low dielectric constant of the
polymer, the low dispersion between the infrared, and the
millimeter-wave frequencies, the excellent velocity match
between the carrier optical wave and the modulating
microwaves, the large electrooptic coefficient, and the
fast electronic response (Azizur et al., 2006).
The high-speed spot communication with the ROF
technology was introduced for intelligent transport systems application. A 60-GHz point-to-multipoint wireless
access link with a transceiver module and fiber-opticmillimeter-wave transmission was developed. A fullduplex 60-GHz-band millimeter-wave radio-on-fiber
system using a single light source was reported (Chang
et al., 2007).
In radio over fiber (ROF) systems, two subcarrier
modulations (SCMs), that is, single-sideband (SSB) and
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tandem single-sideband (TSSB), have been widely used.
Both SSB and TSSB SCMs can be obtained using optical
Mach-Zehnder modulators (Seed and Williams, 2007;
Azizur et al., 2006; Wu and Chang, 2006).
In mm-wave fiber-radio systems, electrooptic intensity
modulators [e.g., a dual electrode Mach–Zehnder
modulator (DE-MZM)], suitable for generating OSSB+C
modulation, often exhibit reduced optical modulation
depths (carrier-to-sideband ratios, CSRs >10 dB are
typical) which leads to poor overall link performances.
This situation can be improved by employing techniques
where the CSRs of the modulated channels are reduced
by some external means. However, such schemes often
require additional wavelength-selective components,
which are inherently susceptible to performance degradation. If the multifunctional WDM optical interface,
however, can be modified in such a way that the CSRs
are reduced by avoiding additional hardware and while
still retaining its usual functionality, an efficient and
effective fiber-radio network architecture can be achieved
(Rubio et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2007; Bakaul et al., 2007,
2006).
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP) and Potassium Dideuterium Phosphate (DKDP) are currently used
for electro-optical modulation and frequency conversion.
CORETECH’s KDP and DKDP have high nonlinear
coefficient and high optical damage threshold, and can
be used for electro-optical modulator, Q switches and
shutters for high speed photography (Website:
www.coretech.com.cn or www.soullon.com).
In the presented paper, the design of electrooptic
modulator that applied in radio–over–fiber (ROF) application will be designed and investigated with a designed
tank circuit to maximize the output power. The nonlinear
distortion has been analyzed also.

Figure 1. Transmission factor of a cross-polarized electro-optic
modulator as a function of an applied voltage. The modulator is
biased to the point B = /2, which results in a 50% intensity
transmission.
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The transmission factor (Io/Ii) is plotted in Figure 1 against
the applied voltage, where the process of amplitude
modulation of an optical signal is illustrated. The
modulator is usually biased with fixed retardation, B =
/2 to the 50% intensity transmission point. A small
applied sinusoidal voltage modulates the transmitted
intensity about the bias point.
To treat the situation depicted by Figure 1
mathematically, one can take:

(2)

Where the retardation bias is taken as /2, and m is
related to the amplitude Vm of the modulation voltage Vm
sin mt; thus m = (Vm/V ).
Using Equation (2) into Equation (1) one can obtain:
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m

<< 1, becomes:

Io 1
≅ (1 + Γm sin ω m t )
Ii 2

(5)

So that the intensity modulation is a linear replica of the
modulating voltage Vmsin mt. If the condition m << 1 is
not fulfilled, it follows from Figure 1 or from Equation (4)
that the intensity variation is distorted and will contain an
appreciable amount of higher odd harmonics.
For the maximum output power, the electro - optic
crystal is placed between two electrodes with modulation
field containing frequencies near the resonance one,
applied to it. Rs is the internal resistance of the
o/2
modulation source and C represents the parallel-plate
capacitance
due
to
electro
optic
crystal,

ω 2 = (LC )−1

where; o
, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
the maximum modulation bandwidth (the frequency
spectrum occupied by the modulation signal) must be
less than (with RL=RS)
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Where;

+ φ D + Γm sin ω m t

(10)

φ D is the deviation angle.

The use of Equation (10) into Equation (3) yields

Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of an electro-optic modulation
crystal in a parallel plate configuration.

Where;
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Using the peak modulation voltage Vm = (Ez)m l, one can

V 2 / 2R

L
show, with the aid of Eqn.(6), that the power m
needed in KDP- type crystals to obtain a peak retardation
m

as:

is related to the modulation bandwidth ∆v = ∆ω / 2π

P=

2

(7)

Where l is the length of the optical path in the crystal, A is
the cross sectional area of the crystal normal to l, and =
o .
r is the dielectric constant at the modulation
frequency o.
The electro-optic retardation due to a field E can be
written as:
=aEl
Where;

(8)
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Permanent distortion component,

PDC =

1
sin φ D
2

(12)

Modulated-amplitude component,

MAC =

1
Γm cos φ D sin ω m t
2

(13)

Where; RD = PDC/MAC is the ratio of the two
components.

.

The highest useful modulation frequency is found to be for a
KDP
crystal
(Website:
www.coretech.com.cn
or

(vm )max =

=

Equation 11 indicates that the variation of the output of
the modulators has two components:
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In the present paper, two tasks will be done:
The design of the tank circuit to maximize the output
power. The variation of the RD against the deviation angle

φD

(9)

The impact of nonlinear distortion in radio over fiber
systems with single-sideband and tandem singlesideband sub carrier modulations (Yariv, 1991) is
processed based on Eqn. (3), where we have:

Where:

−

π
3

≤ φD ≤

π
3

.
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ANALYSIS
Both the input power Pi and the output power Po of the
modulator are given by:
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We will treat the design of the tank circuit at the following
set of parameters:

πVm
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Thus is proportional to l and inversely proportional to C.
To design at maximum efficiency i.e.,
=1, we must
make:

C = ε o no6 l
To work at certain

C=

η ≠ 1 , we have:

1

Assuming that A = l , the modulator efficiency is given by:

L=

∆ωC

In general, if

Also, we have:

(ω r )max

1

2

Where; the resonance frequency
are:

Γm =

R=
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(22)

ωo

, we must make:

To work at given bandwidth

(23)

∆ω , we must have:

GRad
≤ 2π x 4
sec

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The following are the physical parameters of KDP modulator crystal (Yariv, 1991) and the numerical ranges that
employed in the present paper are: no is the refractive
index = 1.4968, is the optical wavelength = 0.546 m,
-12
r63 is the electro-optic coefficient = 10.3 x 10 m/V,l is
the crystal length 0.2 <l cm< 1.0, A is the crystal cross2
section area = l , RL is the load resistor, C is the load
capacitor, L is the load inductance.
Special software is designed to process two items of
special emphases that is, the ratio RD the parametrical
design of the tank circuit {RL, L, C}.
Thus, we have four effects {RD, RL, L, C}, and five
causes {

1

ω o2 C

2π x 1 ≤ ∆ω ,

GRad
≤ 2π x 40
sec

φ D , l,

r,

∆ω , }.

Variations of RD against variations of the deviation
angle are displayed in Figure 3, at different m we get:

φ

{RD and D } are in negative strong correlation while {RD
and m} are in positive strong correlation.
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Deviation angle,

D,

Degree

Inductance of the tank circuit, L, H

Figure 3. Variation of RD against variations of the deviation angle

D.

l = 0.005m

Resonance frequency,

r,

Grad/sec

Figure 4. Variation of inductance of tank circuit, L, against variations of
the resonance frequency, r at the assumed set of parameters

Variations of the tank circuit inductance, L. against
variations of one or more of { r, , l} are displayed in
Figures 4 - 8, where the following are assured:

1) The increase of the microwave resonance frequency
r reduces the inductance L.
2) The increase of the modulator length, l, reduces the.

Inductance of the tank circuit, L, H
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= 90%

Resonance frequency,

r,

Grad/sec

= 90%

Inductance of the tank circuit, L, H

Inductance of the tank circuit, L, H

Figure 5. Variation of inductance of tank circuit, L, against
variations of the resonance frequency, r, at the assumed
set of parameters.

r

= 5Grad/sec

Modulator length, l, m

Figure 6. Variation of inductance of tank circuit, L, against
variations of the modulator length, l, at the assumed set of
parameters.

inductance L
3.) Finally to increase the efficiency , we must reduce L.
Variations of the tank circuit capacitance, C, against
variations of one or more of {l, } is clarified in Figures 9
and 10, where the following are found:
1.) C and l are in strong positive correlations.
2.) For higher values of , C must be reduced.
Variations of the tank circuit resistance, RL, against
variations of one or more of { ∆ω , l, } are displayed in

Inductance of the tank circuit, L, H

Modulator length, l, m

Figure 7. Variation of inductance of tank circuit, L,
against variations of the modulator length, l, at the
assumed set of parameters.

r

= 5Grad/sec

Efficiency of the modulator ,

Figure 8. Variation of inductance of tank circuit, L,
against variations of the efficiency of the modulator,
, at the assumed set of parameters
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Modulator length, l, m

Capacitance of the tank circuit, C, pF

Resistance of the tank circuit, RL, k

Figure 9. Variation of capacitance of tank circuit, C,
against variations of the modulator length, l, at the
assumed set of parameters.

= 90%

Tank circuit bandwidth,
Grad/sec

,

Figure 11. Variation of resistance of tank circuit,
RL, against variations of the tank circuit
bandwidth,
, at the assumed set of parameters.

Efficiency of the modulator,

Figures 11 - 16, where the following are clarified:
1.) RL is in strong negative correlations with
both.
2.) RL and are in linear positive correlation.

∆ω or l or

Conclusion
In the present paper, we have modeled and paramerically investigate the performance of the tank circuit used
with electro-optic modulator made of KDP crystal and
operate in the microwave range. The parameters of the
modulator (RL, L and C) are investigated under wide
ranges of the set of causes (

,

r,

l, ). The effect of

Resistance of the tank circuit, RL, k

Figure 10. Variation of capacitance of tank circuit, C, against
variations of the efficiency of the modulator, , at the assumed
set of parameters.

l =.005m

Tank circuit bandwidth,

, Grad/sec

Figure 12. Variation of resistance of tank circuit, RL,
against variations of the tank circuit bandwidth,
, at
the assumed set of parameters

Resistance of the tank circuit, RL, k
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= 90%

Modulator length, l, m

Resistance of the tank circuit, RL, k

Figure 13. Variation of resistance of tank circuit, RL, against variations of the modulator
length, l, at the assumed set of parameters.

=.2GRad/sec

Modulator length, l, m
Figure 14. Variation of resistance of tank circuit, RL, against variations of the modulator length, l,
at the assumed set of parameters.
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Resistance of the tank circuit, RL, k

l =.005m

Efficiency of the modulator,
Figure 15. Variation of resistance of tank circuit, RL, against variations of the efficiency of the
modulator, , at the assumed set of parameters.

Resistance of the tank circuit, RL, k
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=.2GRad/sec

Efficiency of the modulator,
Figure 16. Variation of resistance of tank circuit, RL, against variations of the efficiency of the
modulator, , at the assumed set of parameters.
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effect of deviation of the biasing voltage is also
investigated where severe reduction effects are assured.
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